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know it. The defect of the associationists was that they lost
sight of the unity of the mind; the atoms and molecules they
discovered were mere hypostatiza lions, and all the king's horses
and all the king's men could not, out of them, build up again
the original, complex whole.
Yet the associationists had laid their fingers on a tremen-
dously important principle in mental life which our general
doctrine allows us to restate in a less crude and mechanical
fashion. It is the engrains, or after-effects of experience, not
the ideas themselves, which have the power of associating with
one 'another and of integrating into new wholes. Herbart
recognized this integrating power of mind in his doctrine of
* apperception masses'; but it will be more in accordance with
current usage if we call the combinations of engrains "com-
plexes.' *
We must follow out some of the consequences of our assump-
tion of cohesion, examining whether it agrees with the facts of
mental life. Before doing so, however, it will be well to inquire
by what principle it takes place. Which engrams cohere, and
why?
The associationists gave a confident answer to this question,
telling us that association takes place according to the law of
contiguity. Those ideas, they said, which occur together, tend
to associate. Thus, when I remember one thing that happened
yesterday I tend to remember something else that happened
at the same time, or shortly afterward. No doubt there is much
truth in this principle, yet it misses the main point. We have
only to compare, as regards strength, the associations formed
between nonsense-syllables with those between the words of a line
of poetry to realize that meaning is a tremendously important
factor in association. It was Professor Stout who gave the
death-blow to the barren associationism when he declared that
the main principle is not contiguity, but continuity of interest,
It is those engrams which matter to the subject in a particular
connexion that tend to cohere.
The following homely example may help to clarify this
1 A wider meaning of the word than the Freudian one.    No 'repression*
or morbidity is here implied.
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